
1. Fail to connect to WIFI?
Download the latest version of application from Apple store or Android and sign
up. Select the right robot model according to the APP guidelines. Enter the right
WIFI password on the APP (do not use 5G or public network). Check if the router
has firewall to protect and block the robot from connecting to WIFI. Make sure
the WIFI signal is strong in order to connect successfully.

2. Fail to return to the charging base.
It is suggest to start the robot from the charging station and not pick up the robot
during its cleaning cycle. In order to remain sufficient signal, please remove the
objects within 3 ft/1 m to the left and right side and within 6 ft/2 m of the front
of the Charging Base. When ILIFE A9 is in the vicinity of the Charging Base, it will
return more quickly. However, if the Charging Base is located far away, ILIFE A9
will need more time to return. Please be patient as it works its way back. Clean
the charging contact pins.

3. How should i open the dustbin?
Keep one hand on the upper end of the dust box, and put another hand on the
lower end of the dust box. Use your finger force to open the dust box.

4. Working time is short?
Please fully charge the machine before each cleaning cycle, Charge the robot on
charging station for 4-5 hours and then restart and observation. (The AUTO
button flashes on the robot when charging, and the green light is on steady after
being fully charged). It is recommended to sort the scattered objects on the
ground. If the obstacles are more complicated, the excessive collision may cause
the machine to think that it has completed the cleaning task. Verify if the machine
has a red light alarm during the work. If yes, please fix the fault according to the
voice alarm.



5. A9 doesn’t support mopping function.
Yes, A9 comes without water tank and no mopping function supported.

6. Press the clean button or start button on remote controller, why the ILIFE A9
does not start to clean?
Please check if the power switch on the right side of the robot is turned on. Or
the robot may is in low battery, please charge the robot and restart again.

7. Why the robot not working well in the night?
The cameras on ILIFE A9 cannot operate in darkness, they need daylight or at
least very dim light in order to navigate properly.

8. What to do when ILIFE A9 acting backward/turn in circle?
Tap the left, middle, and right parts of the front bumper to check if it can rebound
normally. Turn the machine over and wipe the bottom three sets of cliff sensors
and restart. Slide the wheels to check if it can rotate, rebound, and clean the both
left and right wheels. Put the robot on the open environment to restart the work.

9. What to do when the ILIFE A9 cannot avoid obstacles?
Tap the front bumper that check if it can be rebound normally. Clean the front
bumper. Contact customer service for more support if problem cannot be fixed.

10. Working with abnormal sound / noise?
Confirm whether the Max mode is selected, the suction power increase will
increase the noise, please turn off max mode; Clean the dust suction port, dustbin
and filter, restart use and observe. (If the dust bin has been washed, please make
sure to dry it completely before using it). Use a screwdriver to remove the side
brush and clean the side brush and its card slot. Remove the main brush cover
and remove the main brush for cleaning. Check universal wheel and both left and
right wheel to see if they can be rotated smoothly and clean them.

11. Why ILIFE A9 not leaving for cleaning at schedule cleaning time?
Confirm that the current time and the schedule time are all set correctly. (When
setting the current time and the schedule time, all operations should have a
sound to confirm). Check if the machine is under charging. If no power or being
turn off, the machine will not start working at schedule cleaning time.

12. How long does it take for ILIFE A9 to clean a room?
That would really depend on the size of the room and the amount of cleaning the
required.

13. Will I need to recharge the ILIFE A9 every time I clean?
No, ILIFE A9 has a self-charging feature. Which means, it actually returns to its
Home Station to dock and recharge between cleaning sessions.



14. Does ILIFE A9 need supervision? Or can I just set it and leave the room?
Thankfully, ILIFE A9 needs no supervision. You can just press clean and let your
ILIFE A9 get to work. In fact, select models of ILIFE A9 come with Virtual Wall
Lighthouse which contains ILIFE A9 in one room until it is completely vacuumed,
then directs it to clean the next room. You can also use this feature to block
off-limit areas.

15. Will ILIFE A9 fall down stairs or into a step-down room?
ILIFE A9 automatically senses stairs and turns away from them. However, if the
room to be cleaned contains a balcony, a physical barrier should be used to
prevent access to the balcony and ensure safe operation.
16. Does ILIFE A9 clean corners and along the walls?
ILIFE A9 has a Spinning Side Brush that cleans next to walls, most corners and
other tough to reach places.

17. Will ILIFE A9 sweep water from the floor?
No, ILIFE A9 should not be used to pick up any liquid including water.

18. Is it possible to program the ILIFE A9 to operate several times a day?
You can schedule ILIFE A9 to clean once per day, up to seven times per week. For
additional operation you can manually press clean at the desired time.

19. How often should the filters and brushes be replaced? According to the
manufacturer’s instructions, side brush should be replaced every three to six
months and filters are recommended between three to five months depending on
the number of plays and the amount of dirt in the house. Homes with animals are
recommended to replace filters every two months.

20. What kind of floors can ILIFE A9 clean?
ILIFE A9 is designed exclusively for hard-surface floors. It works on virtually any
hard flooring including wood, tile, vinyl and laminate.

21. Are ILIFE Products safe?
Of course they are 100% safe! In fact, all our products meet the highest safety
standards and are certified by Underwriters Laboratory (UL), a global
independent company dedicated to promoting safe living and working
environments. So you can rest assured that our products cause no harm to you,
your children or your pets. You’ll be surprised to learn that our products actually
conform to safety standards that are much more stringent than the ones applied
to home appliances.



22. How to set the schedule cleaning time by using the remote controller?


